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Thus far, Helsinki has had a curious 
problem: it is a well-kept secret! 
Helsinki has reached a number of 

top spots in international rankings, but has 
not managed to seize its full share of global 
attention. 

Helsinki already excels in travel and event 
marketing. The next step was to create a 
holistic brand and city marketing strategy, 
which would address all target groups 
(citizens, businesses, tourists) at once. The 
Brand New Helsinki project was launched by 
the Economic Development/City Marketing 
unit of the City of Helsinki in June 2015. 

The timing could not have been better 
because, at the same time, the City of Helsinki 
was preparing for a historical organisational 
reform and it has been possible to use the 
brand project as an important strategic 
tool in the preparation of the upcoming 
organisational changes.  A new brand (“One 
Hel of an Impact”) and marketing strategy for 
Helsinki were finalised and approved by the 
City Board in May 2016. 

The brand project was split into several 
partially overlapping phases to ensure that 
Helsinki’s new brand and marketing strategy 
support each other seamlessly. The process 
was documented in a project blog and on 
Facebook and all interested parties were 
invited to participate. The research phase 
resulted in, four alternative “Helsinki stories” 
being created.  The next and most important 
step was introducing the four “Helsinki 
stories” to the citizens and asking them to 
evaluate the stories. 

More than 1,800 people participated 
online and over 350 people were interviewed 
live during various events. The Mayor, the 
Deputy Mayors and numerous business, 
university and state representatives were 
actively involved in the validation process.  
Consequently, a new brand concept and 
marketing strategy were created for Helsinki.  

Helsinki’s brand is built on three levels.
The basic level includes elements, which 

we need to deliver on if we wish to belong 
to the world’s best cities. The cornerstones 
are Transforming Helsinki: One of Europe’s 
fastest growing and developing cities provides 
brilliant opportunities for new actions and 
ideas and Smart and functional Helsinki: In 
this compact city we design modern urban life 
together.  

The second level consists of the 
characteristics that Helsinki is already known 
for - Fascinating contrasts of Helsinki: Helsinki 
is filled with intriguing contrasts like nature 
and urban environments, science and arts and 
four different seasons and Unique and diverse 
Helsinki: Here everyone can be themselves, no 
matter who they are.  

While very important, these two brand 
levels are not enough to differentiate Helsinki 
from other cities. During the brand project, it 
became clear that Helsinkians feel passionate 
about making the world a better place. 

Helsinki is filled with skilled people and the 
education is world-class. Thus, Helsinkians 
are both capable of and willing to create 
solutions, which promote well-being locally 
and globally. Therefore, the top level and the 
core of Helsinki’s brand is “One Hel of an 
Impact”. It is not a slogan but an attitude that 
challenges everyone to think big. 

In Helsinki, people, actions and encounters 
make a meaningful impact. Helsinki is a city of 
good deeds. Helsinki’s new marketing strategy 
covers both brand communication and chosen 
marketing methods. One important premise of 
this holistic marketing approach is that people 
can have multiple roles: today’s tourist may 
be tomorrow’s student or investor. Therefore, 
Helsinki defines its target groups based on 
motives and values rather than demographic 
factors.  

Marketing Helsinki is a shared mission. 
It is done together with partners from the 
private as well as the public sector, and 
most importantly, hand in hand with the local 
community.

The brand is not a marketing campaign, 
but a long-term marketing strategy to be 
implemented internally, externally, locally 
and globally.   The brand will be deeply 
implemented in the reformation of the City 
organisation and the new service promise of 
the City of Helsinki is “Together we will make 
impactful deeds”. 

To emphasise the importance of the citizens’ 
input and influence, a blog called “Helsinki 
makers” was launched where 50 persons 
wrote about how they make Helsinki a better 
place. The true Helsinki brand is revealed in 

everyday action through the stories of the 
inhabitants.   

Helsinki wanted to engage residents by 
inviting them to show their artistic perceptions 
of Helsinki through the “You’re welcome 
Helsinki” project. In collaboration with 
artists, hundreds of billboards were given to 
inhabitants, who filled them with artwork. The 
artwork, showcasing different neighbourhood 
perceptions of Helsinki, will be presented on 
metro stations in September 2016.  

Finland´s strong sauna culture has been 
rediscovered in Helsinki, in an urban 
environment. “Helsinki Sauna Day” (first: 12 
March 2016) is a biannual citizen engaging 
brand event that opens the doors to private 
saunas for everyone to enjoy.

#HelsinkiSecret Residence represents a 
unique form of city marketing: selected group 
of professional social media influencers report 
from Helsinki. They stay at a residence in 
the city centre, which allows them to live like 
locals and experience true Helsinki with its 
“One Hel of an Impact” attitude, diversity and 
fascinating contrasts.

As the Helsinki brand is about impactful 
actions, the City of Helsinki decided to 
transform a former hospital into Scandinavia’s 
biggest start-up hub, together with partners. 
It will be a hub for 50 start-ups, 200 coders 
and 20 venture capitalists. Helsinki is also 
among the first cities in the world to have hired 
a Chief Design Officer. She is responsible for 
the “Helsinki Lab 2016-2018” project, located 
in the City Hall. Its purpose is to make design 
an integral part of city development. l
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